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LOGLINE
Three students make a bet with their evil principal to 

succeed in business. Will they become entrepreneurs or 

will they fail?

Mickey, Richie, and Ryan are three high school students struggling with grades, goals, and focus. 

Their families do not support their dreams and continue to force them to follow conventional 

education paths. Their high school principal, Mr. Wright regularly tries to catch them slacking and 

enjoys punishing them a little too much. After one particularly aggressive encounter, the boys 

make a bet that they can build a successful business in 90 days and if they win the bet, they 

graduate without doing any work, if they lose, they get detention for the rest of their school. As 

they make deals and negotiate to raise money to build and sell their invention, they each discover 

their own skills and how friendships can change or be destroyed by the idea and potential of 

success. How greed influences people to make choices they might not otherwise as suspicions 

and sabotage tear them apart. Can they sell and flip a car to make the money? Can they Scale 

their business to make the $1,000,000 Goal? Can their friendships survive the pressure? Will 

Principal Wright succeed in sabotaging their plan? Watch the comedy, drama, and painful growing 

up life lessons they all learn in this 80’s style comedy. 

SYNOPSIS



OUR STORY

Electric Shock Productions was founded by Samuel L. Pierce while in Middle 

School with the vision to make movies with his friends. Four years later ESP and 

Samuel have completed two full length features. The company brings original 

content incorporated the viewpoint of today's youth.

 

The first Feature Film the Future Of Us was released in February of 2022

 

The Second Feature film The Get Rich Quick Scheme just had its public world 

premiere May 21st 2023

 

And the third feature film Off The Line was filmed August of 2023

 

"The best thing about this company for me is the ability to be creative and be a 

entrepreneur at a young age and genuinely love it and be excited everyday of 

what i get to do next" - Samuel L. Pierce

 



Samuel L. Pierce as Micky
Samuel L. Pierce Is an American Actor, Director, and Producer born in 

Auburn washington. He wrote The Get Rich Quick Scheme when he was in 

7th grade and than when he was a sophomore in High school turned the 

film into a reality.

Tyler Griswold as Richie
Tyler is an aspiring actor who is currently known for the Get Rich Quick 

Scheme. He has been acting all his life and loves to show his presence on 

stage.

Rex Nelson as Ryan
Rex Nelson is an American Actor who got his start playing Kenickie in 

Stadium High Schools Performance of Grease and Javert in Les Mis. He 

loves acting and performing.



DIRECTOR, Samuel L. Pierce
Samuel L. Pierce born May 8th 2006 in Auburn Washington. Is an American Actor, Director, Producer, and Writer. He founded 

Electric Shock Productions in 2019 with the goal of turning it into a Film Studio. His first feature film was The Future Of Us (2022) 

which was a dystopian sci fi film the movie was made for less than $2,000 and starred Samuel L. Pierce, Karl Anderson, and 

Armaan Khanuja. Quickly after the premiere of The Future Of Us (2022) he felt the need to make another movie a script which he 

had written in 7th grade with the assistance of Armaan Khanuja. The Get Rich Quick Scheme (2023) which began production on 

August 14th 2022. The film starred himself and Tyler Griswold, and Rex Nelson. He than spent months editing the movie and 

trying to really bring the best quality out of it. It was made because he felt there was so much negativity in the world that the world 

needed a comedy and a genuine clean comedy for kids and adults to enjoy. He is now currently working on his newest film Off the 

Line (2024) and is working on expanding Electric Shock Productions and getting the get rich quick scheme distributed in theatres.

 

Growing up Samuel L. Pierce was almost interested in film recreating stories of films at recess in kindergarten. When he was in 

2nd grade at summer camp he met his film mentor Adam Brock who introduced him to film. Adam Brock would go on to mentor 

Sam for years to come. Samuel L. Pierce made his first film in 4th grade with the help of his friends in school after they turned a 

school project and made a movie instead of doing the actual assignment the movie was directed and produced by Samuel L. 

Pierce and sadly got deleted by the school over summer break by accident but he kept on making sequels and episodes in up to 

6th grade. He then took a break after he left his private school and continued Lessons with Mr Brock. He then made the First short 

film that electric shock productions produced which was The Stalker (2019) mainly meant to get reel footage. He then continued 

to hone his skills and freshman year of high school launched the at the time "Short film" The future of us which than turned into a 

webseries which than was turned into The Full Feature film it is today.





Links
Teaser : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UH2G4dafHVI

Website : https://www.electricshockproductions.com/

IMDb : https://www.imdb.com/title/tt21624052/

Contact : samuelpierce@electricshockproductions.com
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